Errata for the paper

J.-P. Allouche and J. Sondow: Infinite products with strongly
\( B \)-multiplicative exponents


A few misprints seem to have been added to that paper during the
composition process (the preprint version can still be found at

Here is their list:

- Page 37, line -5 change “\( q \geq 1 \)” to “\( q > 1 \)”.
- Page 38,
  - in Definition 1’s display change “−” to “=”;
  - at the end of Remark 1 replace “by (1)” with “by Definition 1”.
- Page 39, line 4 change “then” to “then the”.
- Page 40, line 7 change “0 ≤ k < B” to “0 < k < B”.
- Page 45, in the first three displays insert “0” before “mod”.
- Page 46, in the last two displays insert “0” before “mod”.
- Page 51, before “(**)” change “2_B(n)” to “s_B(n)”.
- Page 52, before References change “preceding” to “the preceding”.